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KOMENTÁR OPONENTA HABILITAČNEJ PRÁCE
AKTUÁLNOSŤ ZVOLENEJ TÉMY HABILITAČNEJ PRÁCE:

Maintaining the desired, acceptable level of safety in the preparation and implementation of aviation tasks is one of the essential factors determining the
functioning and development of each aviation organization/aviation company. Such an approach to aviation safety was already functioning in the minds
of aviation precursors, and as aviation developed, it became more and more visible. We needed almost 100 years of aviation development and related
experiences to clearly define the tasks and goals of aviation organizations in the field of aviation safety management at the global, regional, and national
levels at the beginning of the 21st century. The result of these activities was the release of the first edition of the Safety Management Manual - Doc
9859 in the year 2006 and the 19th Annex to the Chicago Convention in the year 2013. The essential factors determining these activities are those we
define as aviation safety factors, i.e. Human, Machine, Environment, Management, and Tasks carried out by aviation organizations. The above
arguments show how difficult the matter is, and the development of aviation technologies and materials used in aviation causes that the tasks
performed by aviation organizations are becoming more and more complex and they carry an increasing number of risks and related threats.
Therefore, the subject of the habilitation thesis by Eng. Peter Koščák, Ph.D., and the related to it main goal of "(...) examining the operational safety of
airports, identifying threats and risks in the operation of the airport and proposing possible measures to eliminate dangerous situations, incidents and
accidents at the airport" should be regarded as up-to-date. The implementation of such a defined goal and partial objectives of the dissertation is an
attempt to solve a number of problems related to the safety of airports.

METÓDY SPRACOVANIA HABILITAČNEJ PRÁCE:

The study submitted for evaluation - its layout, sequence of chapters, methodological, substantive, and editorial aspects do not raise any major
reservations. The dissertation consists of 115 pages, 37 drawings/diagrams/charts, 13 tables, a list of abbreviations and definitions; the first chapter -
theoretical, which is an introduction to further considerations from the point of view of the theory of security and its management; the second chapter
- methodological, in which the author defined the main goal of the work and partial goals; the third chapter - theoretical, deals with issues related to
operational safety at airports; chapter four - research, presents the results of research and recommendations for aircraft services and airport traffic
management services at airports. In the study submitted for evaluation, 100 items were thoroughly analyzed, of which approx. 50% are foreign
literature and normative documents of international aviation law, which should be considered a value of the study. In his research, the author based his
research mainly on the literature on the subject - articles, monographs, instructions, analytical studies, statistical data, and his own extensive
experience in the field of aircraft maintenance at the airport. The conducted research processes (described on page 50) allowed the Author to achieve
the main goal of the study and partial goals set out in the second chapter - p. 49.

DOSIAHNUTÉ VÝSLEDKY HABILITAČNEJ PRÁCE A NOVÉ POZNATKY:

The thorough analysis of the literature on the subject, statistical data, and normative documents of aviation law, combined with the author's own
experience, allowed him to develop innovative, from the point of view of science, recommendations relating to the minimization of the risks of
undesirable air incidents at airports, with particular emphasis on the use of modern technologies - surveillance systems, airport traffic warning and
control, preventive measures/systems used as part of proactive airport safety management, or airport management systems based on air traffic
services, aircraft handlings, and aircraft operators. The recommendations in question should be considered particularly important due to the fact that
they refer to the characteristics and specifications of airport safety management system requirements through the prism of the previously mentioned
safety factors, i.e. man, machine, environment, organization, task-oriented, with particular consideration of what constitutes on the level of aviation
safety - i.e. the risks associated with them. The author also emphasized the great importance for the air safety of such elements as safety culture or
the desired practices, processes, and methodologies for the implementation of tasks at the airport.

PRÍNOS PRE ĎALŠÍ ROZVOJ VEDY A TECHNIKY (UMENIA):

The research results presented in the study and their practical application - recommendations that should find practical application in the daily activities
of airport services specified in the work are also a valuable contribution to the development of science. On the one hand, they can be treated as a
contribution to today's standards and procedures used in everyday airport operations, and on the other hand, they are another step in the development
of sciences that focus on such areas as safety, security, and management at airports. From the point of view of modern technologies and aviation
safety, it is important to consider the remarks directed to the use of such systems in the everyday operations of airports as the Autonomous Runway
Incursion Warning System (ARIWS) or the Airport Collaborative Decision-Making system (A-CDM).

PRIPOMIENKY A POZNÁMKY K HABILITAČNEJ PRÁCI:



The dissertation presented for evaluation is an interesting study of the state of knowledge, including theories, standards, and practices in force at
airports in the process of aircraft operational services. These issues are presented taking into account the applicable regulations and safety
management principles at airports. The main effect presented by the author in the dissertation, from the perspective of the results of the conducted
analyzes, are recommendations relating to the broadly understood safety management in the process of aircraft services and traffic management at the
airport level. The results achieved are also a valuable contribution to airport practices.
Despite such a wide range of positives, I would also like to present a few comments related to the study presented for evaluation. The main ones, in
my opinion, include:
- applied research techniques and methods - the results of interviews/surveys conducted with regard to airport personnel could undoubtedly be a
significant extension of the research material enriching and confirming the recommendations presented in Chapter 4;
- methodology - the second chapter would be worth extending with elements such as thesis, research problems instead of supplementary goals;
clearer reference to research methods and techniques from the point of view of research theory;
- descriptions of tables and figures - I believe that providing the source in the form: "Author's own study based on [1]" is more legible than the
description in the form of "Source: EASA + own study" - e.g. Figures - 35, 36, 37.
However, I would like to emphasize that these comments do not affect the final evaluation of the work.

OTÁZKY K RIEŠENEJ PROBLEMATIKE:

1. Please specify and justify which of the aviation safety management method could be the optimal one in the safety management process of the
airport?
2. Please identify the differences between the concepts of "safety" and "security" in relation to airports, which authority is in charge of managing these
areas at the airport?
3. Please specify what is the aviation risk management process, should there be any specific derogations/changes for the airport safety risk
management?

SPLNENIE SLEDOVANÝCH CIEĽOV HABILITAČNEJ PRÁCE:

In-depth analyzes of the results of the research carried out as part of the assessed dissertation indicate that the Author has achieved the assumed main
goal:
- "(...) examination of the operational safety of aerodromes, identification of threats and risks in the operation of an aerodrome and a proposal of
possible measures to eliminate dangerous situations, incidents, and accidents at the airport" - the content of chapter 4 of the dissertation;
- and sub-goals defined on page 22 - contents of chapters 1, 3, and 4 of the dissertation.

CELKOVÉ ZHODNOTENIE HABILITAČNEJ PRÁCE A ZÁVER:

The habilitation dissertation submitted by Eng. Peter Koščák, Ph.D. fulfilled the requirements of §76, odst. 6, zákona č.131/2002 (Higher Education
Law).
I recommend the habilitation dissertation to be defended and, after the successful process, I recommend to the habilitation commission that Eng. Peter
Koščák, Ph.D. should be awarded by the Scientific Council of the Faculty of Aeronautics, Technical University Kosice the title: docent (in abbreviation
„doc.“).

Predloženú habilitačnú prácu na základe predchádzajúceho hodnotenia
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